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Planning is an essential part of language revitalization. Surveys, sometimes required
by funding sources, are a tool for planning. In this workshop, we will discuss
questions such as, What can we learn from a survey? How can surveys help in
revitalization? What different kinds of surveys are there? What kinds of questions
should we ask? Who and how should it be given? What do we do with the results?
The leaders will use Handbook 3: Conducting a Language Survey (from Awakening
Our Languages: ILI Handbook Series) as a starting point for classroom discussions.
Participants will be asked to work in groups to develop survey questions and give
short surveys to each other to practice reading and presenting results. The goal is
for participants to leave with a creative toolset for using surveys in their own
communities or language programs.

Day 1: Background
1) What is a survey? Why do a survey? What does it take to do a survey? Cover
parts 1-2 of ILI Handbook 3: Conducting a Language Survey?
2) Discussion of one survey, looking at what the purpose was, how it was set up,
nature of questions, etc.
3) Group work & Preparation for Day 2: Read over three other surveys and discuss
purpose of each, what you like about each, problems they might have
encountered etc… Introduction of Part 3 ILI Handbook.

Day 2: Writing Survey Questions
1) Having read surveys, now think about the way of carrying out a survey: Types of
surveys, nature of community, nature of questions, who will give and how, etc.
2) Group work: Outlining your survey, including purpose, how to administer…
Develop potential community survey. Who is the community? What is the
purpose? How would it be administered?
3) Group work: Begin to develop your questions.

4) Preparation for Day 3: Work on your survey questions this evening.

Day 3: Giving the Survey
1) Having worked on potential questions, now share your goals, outline and
questions with the other groups. What pitfalls may you encounter?
2) Practice giving your survey to other participants. What works well? What may
need to be changed? Did you find anything unexpected?
3) Preparation for Day 4: ‘Give’ survey to more people if you can. Introduction of
Part 4 ILI Handbook.

Day 4: Interpreting and Using Results
1) Discussion and exercises in interpreting results: How does context affect the
results, how it was asked, who answered, etc…?
2) Group work: Compile your practice survey results. How do you start interpreting
these results?
3) Short participant presentations of pros and cons of surveys they have given.
4) Where do we go from here?
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